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This is part of our RNA Methylation Workflow,
click the image steps below for more details.

CUT&RUN m6A MeRIP Assays
Enrich for m6A-containing RNA from low input with minimal nonspecific background levels
RNA modifications can occur at various
locations along an RNA sequence.
Identifying where they are and what impact
they may have on post-transcriptional
regulation, including gene expression and
mRNA control, can help researchers
understand anomalies in various biological
functions. Therefore, techniques that can
quickly and accurately detect these
modifications, especially m6A in RNA, are important for epigenetic research. meRIP
and MeRIP-seq are two familiar methods used to detect m6A RNA methylation in the
entire transcriptome range, but they have limitations and can be pricey. EpiGentek
has improved upon these techniques, developing a newer method called CUT&RUN
RNA m6A enrichment (meRIP). Using a specialized nuclease that enriches for m6A
containing RNA, the process allows for high-resolution mapping in only a few hours.

Schematic procedure for the EpiQuik CUT&RUN m6A RNA Enrichment (MeRIP) Kit (Cat# P-9018).

What is CUT&RUN m6A meRIP?
Compare and choose the right RNA methylation kits for you.
This innovative approach combines the advantages of MeRIP-seq and miCLIP with
EpiGentek’s proprietary EpiQuik technology for higher enrichment, lower input,
reduced background, and a faster, more streamlined procedure. CUT&RUN m6A MeRIP uses a state-of-the-art RNA cleavage enzyme mix to
simultaneously fragment immunocaptured RNA and cleave/remove any RNA sequences in both ends of the target m6A-containing sequences, without
affecting RNA regions occupied by the antibody. Short RNA fragments are consequently generated only bound with anti-m6A antibody. True target m6Aenriched regions can therefore be reliably identified, and high-resolution mapping achieved.

Kit Details
EpiQuik CUT&RUN m6A RNA Enrichment (MeRIP) Kit
High resolution m6A RNA enrichment based on CUT&RUN for increased specificity and
signals
Fast: The entire procedure is 2 hours and 3 min with less than 30 min of hands-on time
High Enrichment: Generates short RNA fragments bound only to m6A antibody
Low Sample Requirement: Input RNA can be as low as 500 ng
Minimal Background: Data analysis with <10 million reads
Catalog
#: #:
P-9018
Catalog
EP-P-9018-24

Click image to see more details

EpiNext CUT&RUN RNA m6A-Seq Kit
All-in-one m6A RNA enrichment and NGS library preparation based on CUT&RUN
Fast: The entire Procedure is less than 6 hours with less than 1 hour of hands-on time
High Enrichment: Generates short RNA fragments bound only to m6A antibody
Low Sample Requirement: Input RNA can be as low as 500 ng
Minimal Background: Data analysis with <10 million reads
Library Prep: Includes cDNA library preparation components

Catalog
#: EP-P-9016-12
Catalog
#: P-9016
Catalog #: EP-P-9016-24
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CUT&RUN / CUT&Tag Assay Kits
Advanced Methods for Chromatin Mapping
This is part of our Chromatin Studies &
ChIP Workflow , click the image steps
below for more details

CUT&RUN and CUT&Tag are prominent innovations in the study of protein/DNA interactions, designed to
address the limitations of the popular ChIP-seq technique, namely: cross-linking artifacts that can induce
epitope masking and false-positive signals; random shearing of extracted chromatin resulting in
immunoprecipitated DNA fragments of varying length (typically several hundred base pairs long) and thus
poor resolution of interaction sites; and the large amount of starting material required to produce strong
enough signals over background noise.

By simultaneously tethering protein-bound primary antibody and enzymatically cleaving chromatin near the
protein/DNA binding region, in situ within live cells or isolated nuclei, the CUT&RUN and CUT&Tag methods
eliminate interference from cross-linking and yield shorter-length DNA fragments, allowing for reduced
background signals. CUT&Tag has the added feature of combining cleavage and library preparation into a
single step via NGS adapter-loaded fusion protein.

A diagram illustrating how the CUT&RUN method cleaves near a protein-bound primary antibody for minimal interference
leading to reduced background signals.

Despite these advantages, enzymatic over-digestion of DNA, high
costs, and lengthy protocol times are still problematic for
CUT&RUN and CUT&Tag. Accordingly, EpiGentek has developed
two new assays, the EpiNext™ CUT&RUN Fast Kit and the
EpiNext™ cTIP (CUT&Tag In-Place)-Sequencing Kit. These novel approaches integrate the benefits of
CUT&RUN and CUT&Tag with the fastest procedures in convenient all-in-one kits to rapidly, cost-effectively, and
reliably identify true target protein-enriched regions. High-resolution mapping with minimal background is
achievable from very low sample input amounts. Library DNA can be generated in just a few hours starting from
as little as 500 cells or 100 ng of chromatin extract.

Product Presentatio…
Presentatio…

Watch the product presentation video.

Kit Details
EpiNext CUT&RUN Fast Kit
For enrichment of specific DNA complexes with a protein from low input cells/chromatin identify or
map in vivo protein-DNA interaction by NGS
Rapid: the procedure from cells to library DNA is less than 3 hours.
Low Input Materials: input cell amount can be as few as 500 cells, or chromatin amount
can be as low as 0.1 µg.
Minimal Background: cleavage of unbound DNA sequences in the two (2) end of the
target protein/DNA complex in situ enables the minimized immunocapture background,
allowing the sequencing data analysis with <10 million reads.
Click image to see more details

Catalog#:
#:P-2028
EP-P-2028-24
Catalog

EpiNext cTIP (CUT&Tag In-Place)-Sequencing Kit
For enrichment of a protein-specific DNA complex from low input cells/chromatin and preparation
of a library for NGS using Illumina platforms
Streamlined Procedure: the procedure from cells to library DNA is less than 5 hours.

Low Input Materials: the input cell amount can be as few as 500 cells or chromatin amount
can be as low as 50 ng.
Minimal Background: cleavage of unbound DNA sequences in the two (2) end of the
target protein/DNA complex in situ enables the minimized immunocapture background,
allowing the sequencing data analysis with <10 million reads.
Additional Tagging Step: in-place tagging allows very short fragments (ex: < 70 bps)
bound to transcription factors (TF) to be purified for library construction.

Click image to see more details
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